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A parade of Brno’s most
compelling food and drink
establishments
21 different tastes are embodied in 21
pre-eminent figures of the city’s public and
cultural life, and professionals from the catering sector, who have nominated their favourite gastronomic venues. The nominations
reflected their personal preferences – what
they like to eat, what they enjoy and what
they’re proudest of on the Brno gastro-scene.
Those establishments mentioned multiple
times then made it to the final short-list for
evaluation by an independent panel.

21 opinions: Czech and foreign food and drink
experts – cooks, confectioners, wine-makers,
gastro-journalists, food writers, bloggers,
and influencers came to Brno to appraise the
nominated establishments. The evaluating
committees, each comprising three jurors,
this year for the first time assessed eight
categories of gourmet venue – FINE DINING,
RESTAURANTS, BISTROS, CAFÉS, CONFECTIONARIES, WINE BARS, BEER SPOTS and BARS.
You can find out what happened next in the
coming pages. This year, creating your own
opinion is easy – just use the hashtags corresponding to the specific offer of individual
venues.
Enjoy your meal! Cheers!
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→ FINE DINING

Kohout NA VÍNĚ
"Their consummate ability to combine unusual
ingredients and create food that doesn't scare
away ordinary punters who aren't hardened
experimenters is highly admirable."
A restaurant and wine bar in the showcase
rooms of Brno’s House of Arts. The speciality of the restaurant is of course coq au vin
(the Czech translation of which gives the
restaurant its name), but the exact preparation of the meal changes, reflecting the
mood and ideas of the current cooking
team. At Kohout, you’ll find over 200 varieties of wine from around the world, with
natural wines high on the list. Thanks to
CORAVIN technology, guests can order
whatever wine they want by the glass.
EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of drinks

Malinovského nám. 2
+420 777 904 570
www.kohout-na-vine.cz
OPEN:
MON–SAT 11.30 am–03.00 pm
05.00 pm–11.00 pm

#punksnotdead
#creative
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PAVILLON restaurant
"The restaurant's location, in the middle of a leafy
park, augments this exceptional gastronomic
experience."
Exclusivity, cleanliness and precision – in
both interiors and food, plus superb service.
Awaiting every visitor in this replica functionalist villa is a true gourmet experience – both
from the à la carte and the multi-course set
menu. The chefs aren’t afraid of fresh combinations or cutting-edge trends.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste & quality of drinks
Presentation of food & drink & appearance

Jezuitská 6
+420 541 213 497 / 607 005 905
www.restaurant-pavillon.cz
OPEN:
MON–SAT 11.00 am–11.00 pm
SUN
12.00 pm–10.00 pm

#functionalism
#precision
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Restaurace BORGO AGNESE
"BORGO AGNESE is perfect proof that white tablecloths don't always mean a stuffy atmosphere."
A long tradition of simplicity and exclusivity, wedded to unorthodox combinations
on the plate. Fresh ingredients, food with
a Mediterranean focus, and premium wines:
BORGO AGNESE has one of the biggest wine
cellars in the country, offering over 780 different bottled wines. At least 7 waiters take
care about visitors so they feel very comfortable. A visit to BORGO AGNESE is a real
experience, with a view onto Petrov Hill from
the garden in summer.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste and quality of drinks

Kopečná 43
+420 515 537 500
www.borgoagnese.cz
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OPEN:
MON–SAT 12.00 pm–12.00 am
SUN
12.00 pm–10.00 pm

#Mediterraneanfood
#businesslunch
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Restaurant Signature
"The simple and stylish interior is pleasantly divided
into spaces for couples and groups."
A return to tradition, enriched with elements
of global cuisine, the desire to experiment,
and emphasis on quality – ensuring that
honest food appears on the plate – these
are Signature’s hallmarks. An exceptional
experience in a modern environment, perfect service, and the most extensive offer of
sparkling wines in the region.

E65, Vintrovna 35, Popůvky
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+420 737 383 383
www.restaurantsignature.cz
OPEN:
MON–SUN 07.00 am–11.00 pm

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Originality of offer

#seasonal
#outsidebrno
#homemadebreadtotakeaway
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→ RESTAURANTS

Castellana Trattoria
"Even the simple dishes like bruschetta with tomatoes are a celebration of gastronomy."
Being an Italian means loving food and
wine, but also cherishing every moment
enjoyed with family and friends. Castellana
trattoria is a little island of Italy – nestled
in the centre of Brno – full of Italian aromas and tastes and an atmosphere that
draws out the inner hedonist. Wine lovers
will appreciate the 170+ different bottled
wines to choose from.

Novobranská 4
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+420 774 421 400
www.castellana.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 11.00 am–11.00 pm
SAT
12.00 pm–10.00 pm
SUN
11.30 am–04.00 pm
Closed on Sundays from
May to September

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Setting and atmosphere

#italyinbrno
#lunchwithfamily
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Jean Paul´s Restaurant
"Satisfaction for lovers of seafood, and for
meat-eaters and vegetarians too."
This three-storey restaurant makes its own
pastas, with spaghetti prepared in a Parmesan
"wheel", and has a wine cellar crammed with
superb Italian, Spanish and Moravian wines.
It's the right choice if you're looking for fresh
fish, seafood, real risotto or a large salad
for lunch. Livening up the menu you'll find
Swiss specialities like cheese fondue and
raclette. Evenings often mean live music or
a wine-tasting. Those of you who like cooking at home can also purchase delicatessen
items to stock up on.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of food
Setting and atmosphere

Běhounská 4
+420 731 651 167
fb: Vivobene Gusto
– Jean Paul's Restaurant
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OPEN:
MON–SAT 10.30 am–12.00 am
SUN
11.00 am–08.00 pm

#Mediterraneanfood
#takeawaydelicatessen
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VESELÁ VAČICE burger & beer
"Very good down-to-earth food savoured in an
informal atmosphere."
If you're looking for top-quality, uncomplicated food at an affordable price, then
Veselá Vačice is the place to be. An informal pub with several types of beer on tap,
including from micro-breweries. Its lunchtime menu, including classic Czech dishes,
makes it a highly popular venue. The kitchen, with head chef Míra at the helm, primarily serves up burgers, chicken wings, pork
ribs and salads.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste and quality of food

Běhounská 22
+420 608 581 962
www.veselavacice.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 11.00 am–02.00 am
SAT
05.00 pm–01.00 am

#friendlyprices
#forbeerandfoodevening
#lunchtimemenuinthecentre
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→ BISTROS

4pokoje
"A massive plus is that you can order food here from
when the doors open to when they shut. Student
atmosphere, bar with a great ambience, surprisingly
good offer of food and drinks."
If only the neon heart on the wall could tell
tales: breakfasting managers in ties and
sleepy lovers in the morning, office workers
in for lunch, women in heels and hirsute fellows sipping aperitifs in the late afternoon
sun... And at night? That’s another story –
one that’ll never be told.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste and quality of drinks

Vachova 6
+420 770 122 102
www.miluju4pokoje.cz
OPEN:
MON–TUE
WED–THU
FRI–SAT
SUN
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07.00 am–03.00 am
07.00 am–04.00 am
07.00 am–05.00 am
08.00 am–03.00 am

#loveallday
#alwaysomethinggoingon
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Atelier Cocktail & Bistro
"Beautiful minimalist environment, pleasant music,
option to sit outside in a pleasant quiet setting."
Pleasant seating in the playful interior, as
well as out on the courtyard balcony. Whether we're talking food or cocktails, Atelier
combines the traditional and the modern.
It's got an attractive offer of wine, including
natural wines. You can order a multi-course
menu with food/wine pairing, or simply drop
in for a quick lunch at a great price!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
Setting and atmosphere

Kobližná 2

09

+420 739 401 086
www.atelierbar.cz
OPEN:
TUE–SAT 11.00 am–11.00 pm+
kitchen 11.00 am–03.00 pm
05.00 pm–10.00 pm

#creative
#dayandnight
#experience

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY
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Bistro Bastardo
"Classic fast-food bistro whose Mexican chef, with
absolute concentration and a smile on his lips, can
do three things at once."
Authentic Mexican cuisine, amazingly fresh
ingredients, varied and intense flavours.
Experienced head chef Alejandro, a native
of Veracruz, prepares his dishes in an open
kitchen – part of an original and unconventional bistro interior. ¡Bienvenido a México!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of food
Originality of offer

nám. Svobody 21
+420 605 454 040
fb: Bistro Bastardo
OPEN:
MON–FRI 11.00 am–10.00 pm
SAT–SUN 12.00 pm–10.OO pm

#aquickbite
#takeaway

10
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Bistro Franz
"A concept built on local foods – on what's readily to
hand – is fantastic."
The interiors are the work of cult Brno café
designer Martin Hrdina, while the ingredients
(many of them organic) come from local suppliers. Fair trade coffee and promoted authentic Moravian wines, with brunch served
at weekends.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
staff (attitude and knowledge)

Veveří 14
+420 720 113 502
www.bistrofranz.cz
OPEN:
MON
08.00 am–03.30 pm
TUE–SAT 08.00 am–09.00 pm
SUN
08.00 am–08.30 pm

#healthyfood
#seasonaloffer
#moravianwine

11
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Café Pilát
"Rustic, simple style of presentation and really
generous portions full of colour."
The unusual design by Martin Hrdina and
the location inside the Capuchin Monastery symbolically reference the ancient
Near East. The food, inspired by traditional
Mediterranean cuisine, can be accompanied
by the thick wines of the Golan Heights or
fresh products from tried and true Moravian
wine-makers. Food-wise, Pilát specializes in
brunch, with the “all you can eat” vegetarian
option returning to the lunch menu.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
Taste and quality of food

Kapucínské nám. 5
+420 603 974 496
fb: Café Pilát
OPEN:
TUE–SUN 08.00 am–10.00 pm

#vegefriendly
#moravianwine

12
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Elsner Bistro
"One of the most original and interesting projects.
Also, they make their own take-away produce."
A bistro and wine bar with its own bakery
and patisserie, Elsner Bistro is a new gourmet spot in the centre, inside the recently renovated Baroque palace on the upper
side of the Vegetable Market. The menu is
based on sourdough bread made from organic flour, seasonal ingredients sourced from
local small-scale producers and filtered specialty coffees from Brno's roasting houses.
Naturally, the meals are combined with the
organic wines of small South-Moravian winemakers. The well-lit Scandinavian-style interior is dominated by natural wood and the
signature large round table.
EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Presentation of food & drink & appearance
Setting and atmosphere

Zelný trh 10
www.elsnerbistro.cz

13

OPEN:
TUE–SAT bistro/wine bar:
08.00 am–11.00 pm
(breakfast 08.00 am–10.30 am
warm dishes 11.00 am–02.30 pm
and 05.00 pm–08.00 pm)
TUE–SAT buffet & shop 10.00 am–06.00 pm

#homemadebread
#takeawaydelicatessen
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Forky's respect for life
"Varied menu, modern cooking, and an ethical approach to nature. "
All the food here is prepared purely from
vegetables, not using animal products of
any description. Superbowls, tortillas, vegan
Forky’s burgers, and vegetarian specialties
from around the world, incl. select Forky’s
products.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Jakubské nám. 1
+420 515 908 665
www.forkys.eu
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

08.00
08.00
09.00
09.00

am–09.00 pm
am–10.00 pm
am–10.00 pm
am–06.00 pm

#vegefriendly
#bigspace

14
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GÔ – real Vietnamese
cuisine
"Fresh ingredients, herbs, and an iconic Phò soup
with exceptionally good beef broth."
Bún bò Nam Bô., Bánh rán, Chè and many
other favourite Asian dishes, with vegan
and vegetarian options. Stepping inside
off Běhounská Street, the flavours will take
you all the way to Hanoi. Let's Gỗ!

Běhounská 4
+420 720 021 575
fb: Gỗ Brno – Pravá
vietnamská kuchyně

15

OPEN:
MON–SUN 11.00 am–10.00 pm

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
Presentation of food & drink & appearance

#aquickbite
#alittlebitofvietnaminbrno
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Soul Bistro
"Varied menu to satisfy almost every type of guest,
also caters for vegetarians and vegans."
A bistro with soul. Simple and clean interior
with straightforward, top-quality food –
from breakfast to dinner, from fluffy cakes
and light salads to fantastic fish and chips
or a roast beef sandwich. "Live to eat, not
eat to live."

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Originality of offer

Jezuitská 7
+420 773 179 212
fb: Soul Bistro

16

OPEN:
MON-THU 08.00 am–10.00 pm
FRI
08.00 am–11.00 pm
SAT
10.00 am–11.00 pm

#vegefriendly
#scandinavianstyle
#somethingforeveryone
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→ CONFECTIONARIES

BUKOVSKÝ café cukrářství
"A nice and peaceful, family environment."
A family tradition uniting father and sons:
Aleš, Milan and Mirek. Authentic mastery of
the confectioner’s and pastry chef’s art to
create food with passion and humility. Honest skills of the trade; choice ingredients;
delicious desserts, cakes, and premium coffee. A pleasant family atmosphere and South
Moravian tradition.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Setting and atmosphere
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Minská 2
+420 777 476 797
www.bukovskycukrarstvi.cz
OPEN:
MON–SUN 09.00 am–09.00 pm

#czechfood
#tradition

17
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Café Momenta

"Outstanding French-style desserts, strikingly decorated, using honest, high-quality ingredients."
Momenta, which for years has been categorized in Gourmet as a café, is this year
also listed as a patisserie! Their three pastry
chefs create sweet pastries in the French
style. Relish a moment in Momenta with
a cup of great coffee, delicate French-style
pastries, crunchy biscuits, and madeleines
that would doubtlessly drive Proust once
again in search of lost time...

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Presentation of desserts and appearance
Selection of drinks
Setting and atmosphere

Zelný trh 2
+420 731 371 400
www.cafe-momenta.cz

18

OPEN:
MON–SUN 08.00 am–10.00 pm

#moravianwine
#vegmarketatmosphere
#monumentscanwait
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Cukrářství Martinák

"We were captivated by the variety - traditional,
trendy as well as classic French desserts."
Classic, perennially popular recipes, with
a dash of invention, and the finest ingredients. Traditional cakes and delicacies handed down from Pre-War confectioners and
pastry chefs, made from 84% high-quality
butter and 35% fresh cream. With superior
Belcolade Belgian chocolate, hazelnuts and
fresh seasonal fruit aplenty. New address
now also at Libušina třída 19.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Range of desserts and originality of offer
Presentation of desserts and appearance

Veveří 14
+420 541 211 372
www.cukrarstvimartinak.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 10.00 am–07.00 pm
SAT–SUN 12.00 pm–06.00 pm

#czechfood
#tradition
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Cupcakekárna

"Welcoming and knowledgeable staff with a warm
and engaging manner. Simple and clean environment, more of a take-away."
A cupcake is not a muffin! With little hats of
whisked cream and icing, these cupcakes are
colourful, playful, and delicate, with or without fruit – even for people with allergies… mini
delights to be consumed inside the store, or
taken home in a box. Located in the Brno
Market building and on Freedom Square.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste and quality of desserts

nám. Svobody 21
+420 732 985 829
www.cupcakekarna.cz
OPEN:
MON
TUE–FRI
SAT

09.00 am–07.00 pm
07.30 am–07.00 pm
10.00 am–04.00 pm
until cupcakes sold out

#vegefriendly
#glutenfree
#takeaway
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SORRY – pečeme jinak
"We felt as though we'd stepped into a confectioner's gallery of modern art!"
Their name translates as ‘Sorry, But We
Bake Differently’ – and they certainly do:
colourfully, crazily, with fun and with seriousness, and above all, superbly well. Gracing your plate is no mere dessert, but an
artistic masterpiece. Joy for the eye and
ecstasy for the taste buds.

Křídlovická 1

21

+420 775 493 030
fb: SORRY – pečeme jinak
OPEN:
MON–SUN 10.00 am–08.00 pm

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY
EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of desserts
Presentation of desserts and appearance
Selection of drinks
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

#punksnotdead
#creative

51

→ CAFÉS

Café Placzek
"Very extensive breakfast menu, with prices for
coffee and juice kept relatively low!"
Family-run café in the centre of town, inspired by the café life of Czechoslovakia's
Pre-War era and established in 2013 with
a design blue-print from Studio RAW. Besides their own-brand coffee, they also
serve specialty coffees from Czech roasting houses, special freshly made soft drinks
and popular home-made desserts. Their
breakfast menu – served up till 5 pm – caters for every taste. Over a cup of coffee
you can also soak in the view opposite of
the Church of John the Apostle and John
the Evangelist through the café window.
EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer and quality of other drinks
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Minoritská 4
+420 602 205 555
www.cafeplaczek.cz
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OPEN:
MON–FRI 07.30 am–09.00 pm
SAT–SUN 07.30 am–08.00 pm

#forbreakfastandearlymorning
#prewarspirit
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Coffee bar MyMiKa
"A place to relax, work or meet up – seems like
a home from home. Wide assortment on the menu,
also catering for people who are gluten and lactose
intolerant."
Setting up this café was a dream come true
for this young group. Quality, precision, simplicity, inventiveness in the range of coffee, homemade lemonades from seasonal
ingredients, and wonderful-smelling fresh
cakes and pastries. You can also find savoury snacks and simple dishes inspired by
northern European cuisine.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Desserts and snacks
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Lidická 15
+420 604 109 702
www.mymika.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 08.00 am–10.00 pm
SAT
09.00 am–10.00 pm
SUN
10.00 am–10.00 pm

#workinpeace
#glutenfree
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Industra Coffee
"Oasis of real peace and quiet, with perfectly made
coffee and a real passion for the job."
The cafe is part of a multifunctional cultural
centre located in a freezing works. You don't
arrive at Industra by chance: you need to
set off deliberately and it might take a while
to find. An industrial interior fused with
contemporary art, young designer fashion
and prize-winning baristas create a unique
experience. Coffee tastings, coffee courses,
Sunday brunches or simply sitting quietly
and drinking a cup of coffee prepared with
extraordinary care – that's Industra Coffee.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of coffee
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Masná 9
+420 736 135 866
www.industracoffee.cz
OPEN:
WED–SAT 01.00 pm–07.00 pm
SUN
10.00 am–07.00 pm

#coffeeandart
#designshop
#bigspace
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KAFEC

"Superb waffles."
Pop into the Kafec on Orlí for a little breakfast, weekend brunch, and a sinful afternoon treat. The waffles they prepare here,
based on a traditional Belgian recipe, are
a sin indeed worth committing. The checkbox menu lets your fantasy run wild, allowing you to combine carefully selected ingredients to match your mood. On top of which,
in summer you can sit out in the courtyard
garden, where you'll forget completely that
you're right in the centre of town.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Desserts and snacks
Variety of offer (assortment of coffees
and preparation technology)

Orlí 16
+420 537 021 965
www.kafec.cz
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OPEN:
MON–FRI 08.00 am–08.00 pm
SAT–SUN 09.00 am–08.00 pm

#waffles
#voteaccordingtotaste
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MONOGRAM Espresso Bar
"Super place if you want a cup of exceedingly
good coffee, prepared with sensitivity and skill."
MONOGRAM represents the uncomplicated,
simple, and high-quality signature of Adam
Neubauer, multiple winner of Czech barista of
the year. A training centre and one of Brno’s
important coffee spots. Genuine delight from
a cup of the black gold.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Variety of offer (assortment of coffees
and preparation technology)
Taste and quality of coffee

Kapucínské nám. 12
+420 603 282 866
www.monogramespressobar.cz
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OPEN:
MON–FRI 08.30 am–06.30 pm
SAT
10.00 am–05.00 pm

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY

#smallandcosy
#baristaoftheyear
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Podnik café bar
"I really like Podnik's seating arrangements – seating
beside the main window, or in boxes, where you can
find privacy even when alone."
An elegant designer interior with opening
times ideal for eating breakfast, with night
owls getting a second chance to grab a bite
with the brunch menu. Home-made soft
drinks, enticing pastries, and most of all specialty coffees in the form of espressos, Hario
V60, Chemex or Aeropress. Podnik's character is encapsulated by its photographic
exhibitions and piano Thursdays.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Variety of offer (assortment of coffees
and preparation technology)
Setting and atmosphere

Peroutková 5
+420 725 901 151
fb: Podnik café bar
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN
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07.30 am–10.00 pm
07.30 am–12.00 am
08.30 am–12.00 am
09.00 am–10.00 pm

#vegmarketroundthecorner
#earlymorningbreakfast

65

Rebelbean Vlněna
"Full of thoughtful details to improve your visit –
toys for the kids, biscuits for the dogs. Space for
large groups and finding privacy."
Modern trendy café in Brno's up-and-coming southern centre. Harmonious interior, comprehensive range focused on the
house-brand coffee, local wine-makers,
a broad selection of teas, and of course an
array of essential café snacks and desserts.
The concept also includes the package-free
sale of coffee. Rebelbean comes to life with
music performances, tastings and other exciting events.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Desserts and snacks
Setting and atmosphere

Přízova 5
+420 773 660 847
www.rebelbean.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 09.00 am–09.00 pm
SAT–SUN 10.00 am–09.00 pm

#hugespace
#DJ
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SKØG
"A chameleon that transforms from café by day to
bar by night. I love the range of sweet and savoury
food available."
A place for making discoveries – whether
specialty coffees from Brno’s Rusty Nails
Coffee Roasters, or the cocktails created
by bartenders. Thanks to the SKØG kitchen and its vegetarian and vegan offers, you
can spend all day here.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer and quality of other drinks
Variety of offer (assortment of coffees
and preparation technology)

Dominikánské nám. 5
+420 607 098 557
www.skog.cz
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

08.00
08.00
10.00
12.00

am–01.00 am
am–02.00 am
am–02.00 am
pm–10.00 pm

#vegefriendly
#scandinavianstyle
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V Melounovém cukru
"A little café with pleasant service right in the
heart of town, has an excellent family-like vibe."
With an ambience blending cute and quirky,
the establishment is heavy with wood
and concrete. Right in the centre, it's also
tucked discretely away. This oasis offers
coffee in every conceivable form, and with
it comes an array of formidable pastries.
A fine place to read, listen to nice music,
and if the beans won't do the trick, to order
a glass of prosecco.

OPEN:
MON–FRI 08.00 am–09.00 pm
SAT
09.00 am–08.00 pm
SUN
10.00 am–08.00 pm

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste and quality of coffee

#smallandcosy
#dessertsworthtrying

Františkánská 17
+420 774 422 478
fb: V Melounovém cukru
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→ WINE BARS

justWINE bar & shop
"Definitely a place where real wine is appreciated,
a visit is highly recommended. I really like the wall
decorations – a library of wines."
They're not playing games here! A dynamic
bar with a wide assortment of wines and proseccos, where every day you can try over 40
decanted wines by the glass for cool prices.
Private wine tastings, company events and
wines with personalised labels... Check out
our other places at the addresses: Zahradníkova 28 and Kotlářská 26. justWINE!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Offer and quality of wines by the glass

Dvořákova 1
+420 774 227 259
www.justwine.cz
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

01.00
01.00
04.00
04.00

pm–01.00 am
pm–02.00 am
pm–02.00 am
pm–12.00 am

#justwine
#punksnotdead
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KLÁRABÁRA vínobar
"Perfect place to relax after work or a trip into
town, with service provided by two beaming sisters."
Klára and Bára, two sisters from a wine-making family, are either in the vineyard or serving in their own wine bar. This is an unassuming little bar with a surprisingly good
offer of local and foreign wines, sherries and
high-quality delicacies.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Wine snacks

Čápkova 11
+420 606 069 529
fb: Klára-Bára Vinobar
OPEN:
MON–WED 04.00 pm–10.00 pm
THU–SAT 04.00 pm–11.00 pm

#surprisingoffer
#superbquality
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RISTOBAR
RETRO CONSISTORIUM

"Professional service with a smile, with playful advice
and tips in English. If you want to combine dinner
with wine-tasting, I'd strongly recommend a visit."
Although it functions during the day as
a gourmet restaurant, also offering a set
lunchtime menu, Retro Consistorium
stands out thanks to its broad and carefully curated offer of bottled wines. Also,
it's the only place serving the wheat beer
Erdinger on tap. The bar has a friendly
and relaxed atmosphere, enjoyable any
time of day.
EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Setting and atmosphere

Mečová 4
+420 543 210 175
www.retroconsistorium.cz
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

11.30
11.30
12.00
12.00

am–12.00 am
am–02.00 am
pm–02.00 am
pm–10.00 pm

#lunchanddinner
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RockWine wine shop
club gallery
"Great place to sit down with a glass of wine; has
a clean modern style. Their own assorted wines under the Rock Wine label are definitely of interest."
This red-themed wine-bar is not called Rock
Wine for nothing: besides wine-tasting, the
bar also hosts music evenings. Situated opposite the tram-stop Nemocnice Milosrdných bratří, this place combines modernity
with antiquity. Photos of contemporary artists line the walls, while beneath one's feet
stretch out the remains, partially glazed
over, of an 11th century rotunda.

OPEN:
MON–THU 03.00 pm–11.00 pm
FRI
03.00 pm–12.00 am
SAT
05.00 pm–12.00 am

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of bottled wines
Offer and quality of wines by the glass

#rockandwineandhistory

Vídeňská 18
+420 603 439 249
www.rockwine.cz
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Vinná galerie

"I like the really big range of Czech wines on offer
- with emphasis given to South Moravia and prices
for every budget. The surroundings also capture
the essence of a real Moravian wine cellar."
Not only do you get 'veritas' with your
wine, here you’ll find a little art, too... Wines
from Moravia to Argentina, author readings
and exhibitions. A perennial star on Brno’s
wine-cellar scene. Enjoy a glass beneath
the vaulted ceiling, and check out the regular wine tastings.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Offer of bottled wines

Lužánecká 16
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+420 545 210 133
www.vinnagalerie.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 10.00 am–09.00 pm
SAT
03.00 pm–09.30 pm

#winecellar
#moravianwine

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY
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→ BEER SPOTS

Hospoda U Sajmona
pod Hájkem
"A food and beer treasure trove hidden on the ground
floor of a tenement building on a quiet street."
The pub has rapidly gained in popularity,
mainly thanks to its focus on serving beer
professionally, and all that follows. They also
offer super culinary specialties, made with
home-made ingredients: necking a frothy pint
while tucking into a roast portion of bacon
and horseradish is an experience to relish.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality and care of the beer
Offer of beer

Botanická 28
+420 601 555 015
www.usajmona.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 05.00 pm–12.00 am
SAT
05.00 pm–11.00 pm

#czechfood
#localspirit
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Lokál U Caipla
"Raspberry soda, raspberry soda and one more
of their super raspberry sodas. And, of course,
great beer!"
A Czech pub where they tap carefully tended
beer directly from the tank. They also serve
Czech food from fresh ingredients sourced
locally, classic smoked meats and cheeses,
and small meals to accompany your beer.

Kozí 3
+420 731 594 671
www.lokal-ucaipla.ambi.cz
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OPEN:
MON–THU 11.00 am–12.00 am
FRI–SAT 11.00 am–01.00 am
SUN
11.00 am–10.00 pm

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of non-alcoholic drinks
Setting and atmosphere

#czechfood
#pilsnerfromthetank
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Lucky Bastard Beerhouse
"The beer club atmosphere combined with excellent service makes for a pleasant experience."
First pub in the Czech Republic to serve
exclusively real ales. Beers are brewed by
Lucky Bastard, with selected specials from
Czech and foreign craft breweries, gins, refreshing ciders, and acclaimed Italian and
French wines.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste, quality, and care of the beer
Offer of beer

Bratří Čapků 8
+420 739 483 921
www.lb-beerhouse.cz
OPEN:
MON–SAT 05.00 pm–12.00 am

#localspirit
#beerfrombrno
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Ochutnávková pivnice
"The premier league of beer – superbly stocked
fridges and bar. Don't come here for the soft
drinks!"
Last year's Gourmet Brno winner continues to
offer carefully selected, superbly looked-after
and fantastically poured beers. Bottled beers
can be taken for granted, but the Lambic
Fridge with its spontaneously fermenting
beer is something quite unique. They've also
opened up a little outpost at Starobrněnská
12 under the name Malt Worm.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of beer
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Lidická 10
+420 777 828 928
www.ochutnavkovapivnice.cz
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OPEN:
MON–FRI 03.00 pm–12.00 am
SAT–SUN, PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
04.00 pm–12.00 am
(during the school summer
holidays from 05.00 pm)

#bigassortment
#underground
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Pivnice Pegas
"The positives deservedly include the service, while
the restaurant is also ideally situated, and its size
means it can more easily cater for large groups."
Hotel, restaurant and brewery. For years
they've been heading to Pegas for their marinated beef sirloin and other delicacies of
Czech cuisine, but also for the beer, which is
a local institution; Pegas was the first ever
micro-brewery in Moravia.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of beer
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Jakubská 4
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+420 542 210 104
www.hotelpegas.cz
OPEN:
MON–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

10.00
10.00
11.00
11.00

am–12.00
am–01.00
am–12.00
am–11.00

#czechfood
#lotsofspace

am
am
am
pm
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Pivnice U Tekutého chleba
"Awesome service! An essential afternoon pit stop
as one leaves the city centre."
A proper pub: a wide selection of beers from
craft breweries and a passionate owner,
bread with Olomouc cheese, marinated sausages and hermelín cheese – all the traditional staples. Christened after the Czech byname for beer ('liquid bread'), it's only been
open for three years, but already won over
tourists and locals alike. Here you'll find a real
Czech pub atmosphere!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Staff (attitude and knowledge)
Taste, quality, and care of the beer

Moravské nám. 14a
+420 777 046 110
fb: Pivnice U Tekutého chleba
OPEN:
MON–SUN 04.00 pm–12.00 am

#localspirit
#forbeerlovers
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Pub U Dvou přátel
"Simply punk. From the speakers, from the walls,
and from the whole interior."
A friendly pub in the oldest urban quarter in
Brno, now a popular haunt for foreign students. On the ground floor is the tap room
and below it you'll find typical vaulted cellars,
where you can enjoy live concerts. On tap you
can choose from a range of alternating guest
special beers produced mainly by mini- and
micro-breweries. There are regular “tap takeovers” organised, where you can taste the full
range from one particular brewery.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of non-alcoholic drinks
Offer of beer

Dominikánská 11
+420 777 106 151
fb: Pub U Dvou přátel
OPEN:
MON–SUN 04.00 pm–01.00 am

#beerfrombrno
#youngandrestless
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U Alberta
"Space created for pub chatter and quiet enjoyment."
Great pub hidden in the park at the foot of
Špilberk Hill. On tap you’ll find beers from the
South Moravian nomadic Albert brewery, classic Czech lagers, and top-fermented specials,
spirits, liqueurs, and home-made snacks. An
honest pint at U Alberta never disappoints.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Offer of beer
Offer and quality of non-alcoholic drinks

Pellicova 10
+420 732 100 750
fb: U Alberta
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OPEN:
MON–SUN 03.00 pm–11.45 pm in summer
MON–SUN 04.00 pm–11.45 pm in winter

#underspilberk
#brnophenomenon
#byakidsplayground
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Výčep Na stojáka Jakubák
"Knowledgeable, sound and courteous waiters
– that's what I like. You won't experience an atmosphere like this anywhere else."
Beer from small Czech craft breweries
tapped to achieve traditional Czech types
of head; Moravian wines and spirits, too.
A First Republic-style interior, with comfortable tables at which to stand, summer
garden and a pleasant atmosphere out on
St James’ Square. The very definition of
good beer and conviviality!

Běhounská 16
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+420 702 202 048
www.vycepnastojaka.cz
OPEN:
MON–FRI 12.00 pm–12.00 am
SAT–SUN 02.00 pm–12.00 am
(public holidays
02.00 pm–12.00 am)

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Setting and atmosphere
Taste, quality, and care of the beer

#brnophenomenon
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Zelená Kočka Pivárium

"The archetypal pub where the words "I'm only
popping in for one pint" quickly turn into a lie."
Nine original types of beer, each poured
into the correct glass. Every beer hits the
right temperature and carries a compact
head of foam. The inimitable atmosphere
of an honest pub with snacks and a relaxed ambience. A visit to Zelená Kočka
(the Green Cat) is an experience for every
beer lover!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Beer snacks
Offer of beer

Dvořákova 3
+420 775 566 602
www.beerboss.cz
OPEN:
MON–TUE 04.00 pm–12.00 am
WED–SAT 04.00 pm–01.00 am
SUN
05.00 pm–11.00 pm

#czechclassic
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→ BARS

Bar, který neexistuje
"Their own elaborate signature drinks with a story."
Translated, it’d be called: ‘The Bar That
Doesn’t Exist.’ It does exist, of course, and
it’s bloody good, too – pulsing with energy!
New to the bar scene, but already a legend.
Haute couture in bartender culture, where
they tailor the drinks to your taste.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Originality of offer
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Dvořákova 1
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+420 734 878 602
www.barkteryneexistuje.cz
OPEN:
MON–TUE
WED–THU
FRI–SAT
SUN

05.00
05.00
05.00
05.00

pm–02.00
pm–03.00
pm–04.00
pm–02.00

am
am
am
am

#itrocks
#brnophenomenon
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café & gin bar 7 hříchů
"Bar with a remarkable gin collection."
An unassuming entrance hides a three-storey establishment which mornings and afternoons works as an innocent patisserie
and café. But come nightfall, you can sample a glass of Sloth or Pride – gin drinks
inspired by the seven deadly sins (as the
bar's name suggests). Customers are confronted with over 320 types of gin, the basis for a monumental 13,500 combinations
of G&T. A big bonus is the heated garden!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Setting and atmosphere
Taste and quality of drinks

Jakubská 7
+420 777 927 777
www.7hrichu.com
OPEN:
MON
TUE–THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

10.00
10.00
10.00
01.00
01.00

am–12.00 am
am–01.00 am
am–02.00 am
pm–02.00 am
pm–12.00 am

#secretbar
#dayandnight
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Rotor bar
"Bar with a punk concept: not for the conservative."
A café with exceptional coffee in the mornings, and a pleasant venue for a work meeting after lunch, Rotor is transformed during
evening hours into a dark and tranquil bar,
a truly pleasant venue to enjoy a nightcap.
A joint with its own unique charm, where
they really know their whiskeys, rums,
cognacs and wines. And those cocktails,
they're something else!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Taste and quality of drinks
Staff (attitude and knowledge)

Dvořákova 12
+420 720 409 475
fb: Rotor bar
OPEN:
MON–FRI 08.00 am–12.00 am
SAT
05.00 pm–12.00 am

#swallowsyouup
#dayandnight
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Super Panda Circus
"Playful menu with original service, where the
drinks make sense."
First find it, pull back the curtain, and step
inside. A mysterious world beckons – full
of wild colours, birds of prey and predators
whose spirits have been sublimated into
bizarre cocktails. Circus, games, enigmas,
and bewildering drinks.

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Presentation of drinks and appearance
Originality of offer

Šilingrovo nám. 3
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+420 734 878 603
www.superpandacircus.cz
OPEN:
MON–SAT 06.00 pm–02.00 am

#game
#secrets
#creative

WINNER
OF THE
CATEGORY
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Whiskey Bar, který neexistuje
"Wide selection of whiskeys in a quiet spot with
great seating and music."
Chequered shirts, the clink of glasses,
laughter, a long shiny bar with stacks of
whiskey behind it. The finest quality Scotch,
Irish, and Japanese whiskies, which you
can slowly work your way through, dram by
dram. Whiskey galore!

EXPERTS RATED AS THE BEST:
Snacks
Taste and quality of drinks

Gorkého 58
+420 775 018 444
www.whiskeyprovsechny.cz
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OPEN:
MON–SUN 05.00 pm–12.00 am

#tartare
#forareasonableprice
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Meet the nomination
committee:
KRISTINA LUND, blogger (culinary blog Děvče
u plotny.cz)

BRNO EXPAT CENTRE, centre for assisting foreign
professionals

IVO MINAŘÍK, head of the SMR regional
development department

BRNO TODAY, Brno news website

PAVEL PICHLER, organiser of tourism events,
manager ECEAT, NABOSO, Travelbakers.cz

PAVEL ČERNÝ, Instagrammer Kam v Brně
ELIŠKA DERNEROVÁ, chair of the managing board,
Czech Chefs and Pastry Chefs Association (AKC ČR),
Brno branch

RADIO R, biggest student radio in Central Europe
MICHAELA SALAČOVÁ, blogger (Cool Brno blog.cz)
TOMÁŠ SVOBODA, editor of the news server
Seznam zprávy

MARTINA FOJTŮ, editor MuniMedia
MICHAEL FRIED, Brno foodie

ALEŠ SVOJANOVSKÝ, Czech Bartenders
Association

LIBOR HOŘENÍ, creator of the portal Toprecepty.cz
and founder of the Dobrokáva project

MARTIN ŠEDA, chief editor of the gossip site
Brněnská drbna.cz

JANA JANULÍKOVÁ, director TIC BRNO
KATEŘINA JAŠKOVÁ, blogger and photographer
(food and lifestyle blog Milluji.cz)

JAN ŠMIKMÁTOR, bread-making instructor
DAVID TIEKU, chief editor Food and Drink magazine

ALICE KARMAŠOVÁ, food-blogger
(AlishaEasyCooking.com)

MARKÉTA VAŇKOVÁ, Mayor of Brno
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Meet the
evaluation
committees:
RESTAURANTS AND FINE DINING
PETRA TAJOVSKÝ POSPĚCHOVÁ, journalist, author
of the cookery books Regionální kuchařka and
Outdoorová kuchařka; part of the gastronomic
benefit initiative Cook2Help supporting the Syrian
mission of Doctors without Borders
MAREK RADITSCH, head chef, jury member MasterChef Česko 2017
MARCEL DRABITS, food-blogger, head chef of the
Labstelle restaurant, listed in the French restaurant guide Gault&Millau and awarded a Gault&Millau 2019, recommended in the Michelin Guide as
a BIB Gourmand 2018
KRISTÝNA KOUTNÁ, blogger and creator of the English-language website CzechCookbook.com and
author of Czech Cookbook, also in English

al jury member for the best coffee competition Cup
of Excellence, multiple award-winning barista
AUGUSTÍNA MARKOCSYOVÁ, journalist who writes
part-time for the Slovak food and drink portal
Kávičkári.sk, co-author of the gourmet guide Top
miesta na Slovensku
ADAM TROUBIL, multiple winner of barista of the year
and many other barista competitions, teaches barista courses for professionals and the general public
WINE BARS
JEAN-BAPTISTE ANCELOT, journalist, blog: Wine Explorers.com, writes for Le Figaro and other newspapers
JAKUB PINDYCH, gastro and tourism journalist,
runs wine courses in Poznan, works for the Poznań
Tourism Organisation
TOMÁŠ BRŮHA, sommelier of the year on several
occasions, and winner of many other domestic and
international competitions. Head sommelier Premier
Wines & Spirits (PWS), wine judge
FILIP STÁVEK, winemaker, manages with his brother two wine cellars (www.slovackysklep.cz) which
annually welcome and entertain countless tourists
from around the world

BISTROS

BEER SPOTS

MARTIN ŠKODA, professional gastro fan, author of the cookbooks Škoda nevařit 1 and 2,
www.martinskoda.cz

ONDŘEJ STRATILÍK, journalist, reporter for the
weekly Euro, author of the Czech micro-brewery pocket guide České minipivovary – Kapesní
průvodce po milovníky dobrého piva

VERONIKA ČOPÍKOVÁ, Slovak food-blogger of the
year 2017 (blog Lenivá kuchárka.sk)

MOJMÍR PROKEŠ, ea key founder of the CZECH
BEER SPECIALIST section, director of the popular
U Sládka Hotel of the family Chodovar Brewery,
certifying beer sommeliers

DAGMAR HEŘTOVÁ, journalist, traveller and food-blogger (blog Taste Journey.cz)

PETRA SEČKÁROVÁ, winner of the Slovak round
of the competition Pilsner Urquell Master Bartender 2016

CONFECTIONARIES
MIROSLAVA UHERKOVÁ, confectioner and head of
training, Secondary School of Gastronomy, Hotel
Trade and Forestry, Bzenec

BARS

MICHAELA AND KAMIL TOMČOFČÍK, authors of the
culinary website Coolinári.sk; Michaela is also
a confectioner

SOŇA HANUŠOVÁ, chief editor of the BARLIFE and
SPIRIT magazines
ARGJENT KOKALLA, owner of the Needle Vinyl Bar,
a popular Viennese venue

JÜRGEN VSETECKA, Vienna confectioner, baking
instructor, cookbook author, brand ambassador
for @miniaustria, blogger, Chief of Sugar

MILOŠ DANIHELKA, important figure in the contemporary bar scene, head bartender of the
Prague bar L'Fleur

CAFÉS
JAKUB HARTL, quality controller and coffee buyer
at the roasting house La Boheme Cafe, internation121

Evaluation criteria:
We set out our evaluation criteria
with a maximum number of points
for each category.

WINE BARS

max poits

%

offer and quality of wines by the glass

30

100

offer of bottled wines

30

100

Points were awarded and added up,
and a percentage score was created.

wine snacks

10

100

5

100

From the percentage averages,
we then got our final result.

staff (attitude and knowledge)

15

100

setting and atmosphere

10

100

The brochure lists all establishments that
have been rated above 70 %. The establishments are listed in alphabetical order.

RESULT

100

∅

BARS

offer of non-alcoholic drinks

max points

%

taste and quality of drinks

30

100

originality of offer

CONFECTIONARIES

max points

%

taste and quality of desserts

40

100

presentation of desserts and
appearance

15

100

20

100

presentation of drinks and appearance 20

100

range of desserts and originality
of offer

15

100

snacks

5

100

selection of drinks

10

100

staff (attitude and knowledge)

15

100

staff (attitude and knowledge)

15

100

setting and atmosphere

10

100

setting and atmosphere

5

100

100

∅

100

∅

RESULT

RESULT

BISTROS

max points

%

taste and quality of food

40

100

taste and quality of drinks

15

100

presentation of foodand drink and
appearance

10

originality of offer
setting and atmosphere
staff (attitude and knowledge)
RESULT
CAFÉS

RESTAURANTS & FINE DINING

max points

%

taste and quality of food

40

100

taste and quality of drinks

20

100

100

presentation of food and drink and
appearance

10

100

10

100

originality of offer

5

100

15

100

setting and atmosphere

15

100

10

100

staff (attitude and knowledge)

10

100

100

∅

RESULT

100

∅

BEER SPOTS

max points

%

max points

%

taste and quality of coffee

30

100

taste, quality, and care of the beer

40

100

variety of offer (assortment of
coffees and preparation technology)

20

100

beer snacks

20

100

offer and quality of other drinks

15

100

offer of beer

10

100

desserts and snacks

10

100

5

100

staff (attitude and knowledge)

15

100

staff (attitude and knowledge)

15

100

setting and atmosphere

10

100

setting and atmosphere

10

100

100

∅

100

∅

RESULT

offer of non-alcoholic drinks

RESULT
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Brno is worth a closer look! You can find all important
information at

The site presents in Czech, English, and German what
can be learned, experienced, and tasted in Brno.
A selection of the most interesting sites and tourist
routes, best places for food and drink in several categories, and an up-to-date overview of what’s happening in the city.
And, of course, practical information to keep you from
getting lost in Brno.

Discover the exquisite dishes of South Moravian gastronomy

www.gourmetjiznimorava.cz

Like Brno? Planning a visit? Save money with BRNOPAS!
It’s a tourist card granting its holders interesting
discounts or free entry to selected locations. It also
offers tips for events, recommends interesting sites,
and lets you buy public transport tickets.

BRNOPAS
You can get a BRNOPAS for one to three days, with
a discounted version for kids. Buy one in person in
Brno at an information centre or other selected location, or online at GOtoBRNO.cz.

BRNOPAS – your guide to Brno that saves you money!

GOURMET BRNO 2019

was a project organized by TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace
Author of photographic images for each category: KIVA
Graphic design: Barbara Zemčík
This is a non-commercial project.
Opening times included in this brochure are valid at the time of going to press.
TIC BRNO, p. o. is a public-benefit corporation and is financially supported
by the statutory city of Brno.
TIC BRNO, příspěvková organizace
Radnická 2

www.gotobrno.cz
www.ticbrno.cz

